. Photograph of a two-steps plasma reactor for the synthesis of core-shell silicon carbidegraphene nanoparticles. Silane (SiH 4 ) is supplied to a first plasma which fully consumes it to give silicon nanoparticles. At the exit of the first plasma, the silicon nanoparticles are mixed with methane and flown through a second plasma. During this second step, the silicon nanoparticles are carbonized and excess carbon leads to the growth of a graphene shell.
. Photograph of a two-steps plasma reactor for the synthesis of core-shell silicon carbidegraphene nanoparticles. Silane (SiH 4 ) is supplied to a first plasma which fully consumes it to give silicon nanoparticles. At the exit of the first plasma, the silicon nanoparticles are mixed with methane and flown through a second plasma. During this second step, the silicon nanoparticles are carbonized and excess carbon leads to the growth of a graphene shell. Figure S2 . Table of TEM micrographs for each synthesis condition. The particles produced with 0.6 sccm CH 4 [left, (a) and (d)] have a low fraction of graphene particle coverage, which increases as methane is increased from 0.6 to 1 sccm CH 4 [middle, (b) and (e)]. The increased surface coverage correlates to an enhancement of the absorption intensity, with nominally no effect on peak position. As methane is further increased to 2 sccm [right, (c) and (f)], the graphitic coating becomes quite thick and the resulting powder more closely resembles silicon carbide particles embedded in a carbon matrix than graphitic monolayers around each particle. This thick coating corresponds with the redshift in position and drop in intensity of the SPR absorbance. This trend proceeds more rapidly for the 6 torr conditions [bottom, (d) , (e) and (f)] than the 3 torr [top, (a), (b) and (c)]. This is most likely due to the decreased surface area of the larger particles. (i.e. It takes less carbon to cover the surface)
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